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RESEARCH ARTICLE

Enhancing perioperative landmark detection during sacroiliac joint fusion in
patients suffering from low back pain

Bas Schippersa, Edsko Hekmanb, Sven van Heldena, Martijn Boomsmac, Jochen van Oschd and
Robert Nijveldta

aDepartment of Surgery, Isala Hospital, Zwolle, The Netherlands; bDepartment of Biomechanical Engineering, University of Twente,
Enschede, The Netherlands; cDepartment of Radiology, Isala Hospital, Zwolle, The Netherlands; dDepartment of Physics, Isala
Hospital, Zwolle, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
Over the past decade, minimally invasive sacroiliac joint (SIJ) fusion has become an effective
treatment for patients suffering from low back pain (LBP) originating from the SIJ. Perioperative
C-arm fluoroscopy-assisted surgical navigation during SIJ fusion remains challenging due to the
lack of 3D spatial information. This study developed and assessed a 3D CT/2D fluoroscopy inte-
gration approach based on digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) obtained from pre-opera-
tive CT scans. Development of this approach proved feasible and landmarks were successfully
translated, in retrospect, to perioperatively acquired fluoroscopies. Further expansion of and
research into the proposed approach to increase perioperative navigation is indicated and add-
itional validation should be performed.
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1. Introduction

The sacroiliac joint (SIJ) is a frequent but under-recog-
nized and under-diagnosed origin of low back pain
(LBP), mainly due to the absence of any gold standard
diagnostic test. Varying prevalence of SIJ pain has
been described in recent literature, illustrating that in
approximately 15–30% of all patients suffering from
LBP below L5, pain originates from the SIJ [1–4]. Once
SIJ dysfunction is identified as origin of LBP and non-
surgical therapies (e.g. physical therapy or therapeutic
SIJ injections) fail to provide sustained symptom relief,
SIJ fusion (SIJF) may be indicated [5,6]. Over the past
decade, minimally invasive SIJF has become the surgi-
cal approach of choice, showing promising results
[7–10]. Minimally invasive SIJF by implantation of
three triangular titanium fusion implants (iFuse system,
SI-BONE, Inc., San Jose, CA) assisted by C-arm fluoros-
copy has shown improvements in patient-reported
outcomes and provide superior outcome results in
comparison to conservative treatment or screw-type
and open surgery [11–13]. During SIJF surgery, it is
crucial that implantation trajectory and final implant
position avoid the L5 nerve root located on the anter-
ior sacral alar surface and the S1 and S2 neural

foramen to reduce the chance of major complications.
Therefore, accurate perioperative navigation is of
high importance.

Perioperative 2D C-arm fluoroscopy imaging is cur-
rently employed to guide implant placement. Due to
the single plane-projection of 2D fluoroscopy, there is
a lack of 3D spatial information during surgery, mak-
ing spatial orientation, identification of 3D-oriented
landmarks and implant path planning during SIJ
fusion complicated. Therefore, there is a need to
enhance perioperative fluoroscopy-based navigation
and landmark detection.

Integration of pre-operative CT and perioperative
fluoroscopy imaging might provide valuable support-
ing information during SIJ fusion surgery in landmark
detection and implant placement. A frequently applied
3D CT/2D fluoroscopy integration approach is based
on image registration of simulated fluoroscopy images
from CT data called digitally reconstructed radiographs
(DRRs) [14,15]. DRR generation is an image processing
technique that computes simulated 2D radiographs
from 3D CT datasets using ray casting through the 3D
CT volume [16]. DRRs have dimensional agreement
with fluoroscopy imaging (2D vs. 2D) and, therefore,
might allow for image registration, i.e. the process of
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transferring two images into the same reference/
coordinate frame [14]. Additional to registration of CT
data and fluoroscopy imaging, segmentations of land-
mark structures within the CT scans can be incorpo-
rated on the DRRs, which might further enhance
perioperative navigation. Therefore, this study pro-
poses a pre-operative 3D CT and perioperative 2D
fluoroscopy integration approach with the aim of
improving perioperative landmark detection and navi-
gation during SIJ fusion surgery.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Data collection

Anonymized pre- and post-operative CT and peri-
operative fluoroscopy imaging data from one patient
that underwent SIJ fusion at Isala Hospital (Zwolle, the
Netherlands) was retrospectively obtained. A declar-
ation of a non-interventional study was obtained at
the Medical Ethics Review Committee (METC) Isala to
collect the data (registration number 200117). The CT
scans were acquired using a Philips iCT 256 CT scan-
ner (Philips Healthcare, Best, Netherlands) while the
patient was lying supine. Scanning parameters were
140 kVp, 1.0-mm slice thickness, 0.5-mm increment,
0.925 pitch and a 512� 512 image matrix.
Fluoroscopy images were obtained using a GE
Healthcare OEC FluoroStar (GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL)
with the patient in prone position.

Manual segmentations of the S1 and S2 neural for-
amen were made on the pre-operative CT scan in ITK-
SNAP [17]. All imaging processing steps were imple-
mented in MATLAB (R2019b, The MathWorks Inc.,
Natick, MA).

2.2. Image processing workflow

During SIJ fusion surgery, initial lateral fluoroscopy
alignment is obtained based on superimposing visible
sacral bone contours. To acquire CT-based DRRs that
accurately compare to the aligned fluoroscopy images,
lateral alignment of the CT data should be achieved.
Therefore, an initial explorative workflow was devel-
oped which aimed to identify the spatial relation
between visible fluoroscopy lines and structures on
the CT scan that correspond to these lines. The follow-
ing steps were taken:

1. Pre-operative CT scans were loaded into MATLAB
and the sagittal slices were shown in an inter-
active viewer that allowed for simple browsing
through the slices.

2. Multiple cortical bone structures were delineated
manually by the main researcher on different
sagittal slices, e.g. the anterior alar wall, the anter-
ior border of the ilium lateral to the SIJ and
the promontory.

3. A laterally oriented DRR was generated based on
the CT data that incorporated the delineated
structures. The resulting DRRs were visually
assessed to determine which highlighted struc-
tures relate to which visible lines on the
fluoroscopy.

The following image processing steps were per-
formed to obtain DRRs with spatial correspondence to
perioperative fluoroscopy images:

1. Pre-operative CT scans were thresholded to
remove soft tissue components. The threshold
level was selected using an interactive threshold
selection tool after which all voxels with values
lower than the threshold were set to zero (black).

2. Realignment based on the previously identified
spatial relation between CT and fluoroscopy was
performed. The left and right anterior alar surface
was selected on the axial slice on which the
promontory was located. The spatial transform-
ation that aligned both reference points horizon-
tally was calculated and applied to the CT matrix
automatically to ensure lateral alignment. The pro-
cess was repeated on a coronal slice to perform
anterior alignment.

3. The thresholded and realigned CT data were visu-
ally checked to ensure adequate thresholding and
realignment after which a region of interest (ROI)
was selected. The ROI volume was selected on an
axial and coronal slice and its size and position
were dependent on which structures had to be
incorporated within the DRRs.

4. Three hundred and sixty degrees DRRs were gen-
erated corresponding to 360 degrees around the
cranial-caudal axis and lateral-medial axis. The
resulting DRRs were shown in an interactive
viewer that allowed for browsing around the axis
of the inlet, AP and outlet views and the lateral
view respectively.

The developed algorithm was expanded by includ-
ing anatomical landmarks on the DRRs in order to
enhance peri-operative landmark identification. One
approach based on 3D segmentation of the S1 and S2
neural foramen was implemented. Manual segmenta-
tions of the foramina were made in ITK-SNAP and
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imported into MATLAB collectively with the CT scan.
The developed DRR algorithm was executed on the
segmentation and CT data to obtain DRRs around the
cranial–caudal axis and lateral–medial axis. The manual
segmentation DRRs and the CT data DRRs were super-
imposed and shown in an interactive viewer and visu-
ally assessed.

Results from the 3D segmentation approach were
utilized in a registration algorithm in order to translate
the segmentations on the DRRs onto the actual peri-
operative fluoroscopy images. To perform this registra-
tion, the perioperative fluoroscopy image was loaded
into MATLAB and compared to the previously
obtained set of 360 DRRs. The DRR that showed the
largest degree of visual agreement with the fluoros-
copy image was selected and imported into an inter-
active manual registration tool. To perform the
registration, corresponding control points were
selected on both the fluoroscopy image and the DRR
by the main researcher in a graphical user interface.
After selection of a minimum of five control points,
the spatial similarity transformation between both sets
of control points was calculated and applied to the
segmentation DRR. The similarity transformation was
calculated by minimization of the sum of squared dif-
ferences of the error between the DRR and fluoros-
copy control points. The similarity transform was
calculated based on translation, rotation and scaling
of the DRR control points to match the fluoroscopy
control points. The transformed segmentation was
superimposed onto the fluoroscopy.

2.3. Performance evaluation

Analysis of the agreement between DRRs and fluoros-
copy images was performed qualitatively based on vis-
ual assessment of bone edges. Additionally, the results
of registration of the DRR with the fluoroscopy image
were quantitatively analyzed based on Euclidian dis-
tance displacement errors. Ten reference points were
manually selected on the registered DRR and fluoros-
copy. The mean displacement error and the standard
deviation were subsequently calculated for registra-
tions of the inlet, outlet and lateral views.

3. Results

Analysis of the relation between fluoroscopy and CT-
based landmarks identified that the left and right
anterior iliac surface lateral to the SIJs are utilized for
perioperative lateral alignment. Highlighting these
anatomical structures on the CT scan showed corres-
pondence with visible lines on the DRR, see Figure 1.

The results of the analysis as described above
underlined the need to realign the CT data to ensure
that the obtained DRRs showed visual validity with
the perioperative fluoroscopy images. An example of
the results of DRR calculation after realignment is
shown in Figure 2. The highlighted iliac lines are now
superimposed (right image). Both iliac lines visible in
the blank DRR shown in Figure 1 have converged into
one on the blank DRR in Figure 2.

Implementation of the proposed DRR generation
and image processing workflow resulted in DRRs that
generally showed acceptable visual agreement with
the perioperative fluoroscopy images (first and second
column of Figure 3). It can be seen that visible bone
structures in both the DRR and fluoroscopy images
largely show visible validity. Discrepancies between
the DRRs and corresponding fluoroscopies can be
seen when observing the distortion by soft tissue,
image contrast and presence of the implants. Outlines
of the S1 and S2 neural foramen can be observed in
the outlet views, but the trajectory of the foramen
cannot be discerned visually. The neural foramina

Figure 1. A blank DRR based on unprocessed CT data (l) and
a DRR based on CT data on which the anterior iliac surface
just lateral to the SIJ has been highlighted on the left and
right side (r). The white lines on the right DRR correspond to
lines that are used for perioperative lateral alignment.

Figure 2. A blank DRR after realigning the CT data (l) and a DRR based on realigned CT data on which the anterior iliac surface
just lateral to the SIJ has been highlighted on the left and right side (r).
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cannot be identified on the inlet and lateral DRR and
fluoroscopy.

Examples of the implementation of the 3D S1 and
S2 neural foramen segmentation into the calculated
DRRs are shown in the third column of Figure 3. Visual
assessment of the position of the segmentation on the
outlet view shows agreement with the position of the
observable foramina on the blank DRR and fluoroscopy.
Positional validation cannot be conducted for the inlet
and lateral view due to their indiscernibility on the cor-
responding blank fluoroscopy and DRR images.
However, visible positions of these segmentations do
correspond to the expected positions based on general
anatomical knowledge. In relation to the blank DRRs
and the blank fluoroscopy images, the segmentations
provide additional trajectorial and positional informa-
tion that cannot be seen on the blank images.

The results of the registration of the segmentation
on the DRRs onto the fluoroscopy imaging first show
that the segmentations’ shape and size remain
unaffected by the registration process (third and
fourth column Figure 3). Second, comparison of the

segmentation position on the fluoroscopy shows con-
sistency and agreement with the segmentation pos-
ition on the DRR. The position of the segmentations
on the outlet fluoroscopy furthermore corresponds to
the visible outlines of the S1 and S2 foramen on the
blank fluoroscopy. Some degree of visualization distor-
tion can be observed in the inlet and lateral seg-
mented fluoroscopy, which corresponds to bright
structures on the blank fluoroscopy.

The mean and standard deviation of the displace-
ment distance was lowest for the registration of the
outlet DRR and corresponding fluoroscopy with 1.91
and 0.79mm, respectively (Table 1). The largest dis-
placement errors were found for the lateral DRR-fluor-
oscopy registration.

4. Discussion

4.1. Findings and interpretation

This study successfully implemented the proposed
DRR-fluoroscopy registration approach with the aim of

Figure 3. Overview showing the perioperative fluoroscopy images (first column) for the outlet (first row), inlet (second row) and
lateral (third row) view. The corresponding DRR reconstruction is shown in the second column and the DRR including the super-
imposed S1 and s2 neural foramen segmentation can be seen in the third column. The fourth column shows the perioperative
fluoroscopy with the superimposed, registered S1 and S2 neural foramen segmentation.
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enhancing perioperative landmark detection and sur-
gical navigation. Post-operative, retrospective assess-
ment of the feasibility of this approach successfully
identified the spatial relation between navigational
lines on fluoroscopy and their corresponding position
in CT data.

Development of an algorithm resulting in DRRs
comparable to perioperative fluoroscopy images was
achieved. Visual comparison of the perioperatively
obtained fluoroscopy and the generated DRRs showed
acceptable agreement between visualized bone struc-
tures. It was observed that thresholding the CT data
reduced soft tissue interference on the DRRs and
resulted in enhanced visualization of bone structures
in comparison to the perioperative fluoroscopies.
These results indicate that perioperative imaging dur-
ing SIJF can be enhanced which could potentially
improve implant positioning and clinical outcomes.

Although visually valid DRRs were obtained, one
intrinsic factor within the proposed approach might
have decreased DRR accuracy. The DRR algorithm
does not incorporate the magnification factor that is
present in the obtained fluoroscopy images correctly
as it simulates a line source instead of a point source.
Although not clearly visible, this factor intrinsically
reduced the similarity between the fluoroscopy and
DRR images. Implementing a point source, which was
not available in this study, could potentially resolve
this issue. Additional discrepancies between fluoros-
copy and DRRs could be caused by different patient
position during data acquisition, as the CT scan was
obtained in supine position while the perioperative
fluoroscopy images were acquired in prone position.
Obtaining CT scans and fluoroscopy imaging in identi-
cal positions could resolve this limitation. Despite the
increased bone visualization on the DRRs, thresholding
introduced considerable visible discrepancies between
the fluoroscopy and DRRs on soft tissue and image
contrast. It is expected that these discrepancies hin-
dered the implementation of an automatic intensity-
based and feature/landmark-based registration algo-
rithm as a high degree of mutual information is lack-
ing [18].

The lack of mutual information underlined the need
for a manual registration approach. Implementation of
the manual registration approach to transform the

DRR segmentations onto the perioperative fluoroscopy
yielded overall visually acceptable results. Implant pos-
ition and the registered neural foramen segmentations
are clearly visible on most fluoroscopy images, which
underline the possible benefit of perioperative regis-
tration of the S1 and S2 segmentations.

However, although superimposing the segmenta-
tions onto the blank fluoroscopy images enhances the
visibility of the foramen position and trajectory, it also
might cloud the identification of relevant structures
and sometimes the implant itself. This was especially
the case on the lateral view, where the anterior iliac
and alar borders and most superior implant are hard
to identify because of the overlayed segmentation. To
ensure that the visibility of relevant structures or the
implant is not impeded by the segmentations, it
should be made possible to easily switch between
blank fluoroscopy images and the fluoroscopies with
the registered segmentation. Additionally, identifica-
tion of the safe corridor in which the implants can be
placed should always be conducted based on review-
ing multiple viewing angles. While the segmentation
on the lateral view might cloud the safe corridor, the
segmentations might enhance its identification on the
other views, leading to an overall enhanced visualiza-
tion of the safe corridor.

Despite obtaining visually acceptable results, the
registration displacement error analysis revealed con-
siderable errors. In relation to comparable literature,
the calculated displacement errors are relatively high.
Chang et al. calculated a mean displacement error of
0.22mm when implementing a 2D fluoroscopy/3D CT
registration approach for spinal surgery and Uneri
et al. showed projection distance errors <0.1mm in a
study on 3D–2D spinal image registration [15,19].
Studies in other fields of medicine have furthermore
shown displacement errors <1mm when implement-
ing a 2D fluoroscopy/3D CT registration approach
[20–22]. The displacement errors identified in this
study can be attributed to (1) registration errors, (2)
errors in the displacement analysis and (3) the selec-
tion of registration points. Since both the registration
and displacement error analysis rely on manual selec-
tion of reference/control points, accurate selection of
these points is crucial. However, this process is hin-
dered by the relative low resolution of the DRR and
interfering soft tissue on fluoroscopy. The true accur-
acy of the displacement error analysis and the regis-
tration thus remains largely unknown. While the mean
measured displacement errors are high and for the lat-
eral view in the order of available implant diameters
(4 or 7mm), further assessment of the accuracy of the

Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of the Euclidean dis-
placement distances between ten corresponding reference
points selected on the fluoroscopy and registered DRR.

Inlet Outlet Lateral

Mean displacement distance (mm) 2.71 1.91 5.23
Standard deviation (mm) 2.02 0.79 2.73
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proposed approach should be performed before
implementation in daily practice. A phantom study
based on a 3D pelvic model could be performed in
order to further study the registration accuracy.
Additionally, the inter-rater reliability of selecting
registration points should be studied, as this has not
been evaluated in this study.

Available literature on DRR-based registration has
underlined the clinical implementation constraints of
the computational need for these approaches [14].
The fact that the SIJ fusion procedure is focused
around four fluoroscopy image recordings allowed for
offline pre-computation of a subspace of DRRs as sug-
gested by Fu and Kuduvalli and Jans et al. [23,24]. It is
expected that this approach should allow for accept-
able DRR-fluoroscopy registration times and that this
method enhances perioperative implementation of the
proposed approach. This should, however, be studied
in a feasibility study on implementation of the pro-
posed approach.

4.2. Study limitations

This study had several limitations of which the most
important aspect is the requirement of manual selec-
tion of reference points needed to perform the image
registration and the registration analysis. Although this
approach ensures a successful registration, it introdu-
ces some degree of human error and decreases the
registration accuracy. Fr€uhwald et al. identified a sig-
nificant reduction in registration error when compar-
ing automated registration to manual registration in
lower abdomen slice-to-volume registration [25].
Based on these findings and the described difficulties
in selecting identical reference points, it is thus
expected that the manual registration increased the
registration error. Introducing more clearly visible
(fiducial) markers on the CT scans and fluoroscopy
might increase the registration accuracy and reduce
the registration error, displacement distance error and
registration times [26].

Closely related to the aforementioned limitations is
the constraint that the implemented approach only
performs optimization of the registration error on a
local level. The registration algorithm calculates the
spatial transformation that results in the lowest sum
of squared differences between the reference points,
neglecting distant similarities and discrepancies. It is
assumed that this approach ensures accurate registra-
tion of the S1 and S2 foramen, given that the registra-
tion points are selected close to these structures of
interest. However, this approach limits the ability to

accurately inference on the relation between anatom-
ical structures on the fluoroscopy and registered DRR
located more distant from the reference points. If suc-
cessive studies focus on this type of inferencing, the
currently proposed approach should be modified.

A clinical implementation limitation is that the
implemented algorithm is considerably laborious, since
manual segmentations have to be made, a manual
threshold must be selected and an ROI has to be
drawn. Additionally, the registration process requires
time-consuming and manual intervention. Overall, the
current approach takes approximately 35min to com-
plete for one patient. This currently hinders implemen-
tation, evaluation and validation, which ultimately
hinders the algorithms’ adoption by trauma surgeons
and its application during SIJ fusion surgery. Semantic
deep learning approaches to automate the segmenta-
tion process and automatic registration algorithms
may help to overcome these barriers.

While this study focused on assessing the feasibility
of developing the proposed approach, we included
and analyzed data from only one patient. Therefore,
the reproducibility of this approach and accuracy of
the presented results cannot be clearly discussed here.
Analyzing the performance of the proposed approach
on more patient data can result in better inferencing
on the reproducibility and accuracy.

4.3. Future research

Future research should focus on further enhancement
of perioperative navigation based on CT-fluoroscopy
integration. The 360� DRRs allow us to pre-operatively
select viewing angles that optimally display the S1
and S2 foramen, the additionally included landmarks
and/or any room for implant placement. Perioperative
alignment of the C-arm corresponding to the selected
optimal DRR viewing angles might improve the ease
of perioperative navigation.

Alternatively, a reversed approach can also be
explored in which fluoroscopy images are periopera-
tively compared and registered to the 3D DRR matrix
to identify the fluoroscopy images’ orientation and
positioning in 3D space. Both approaches could be
developed based on geometric calibration of C-arm
and patient position relative to the world coordinate
system of the operation room [27].

Finally, comparing the final algorithm against more
advanced image guidance techniques and software,
such as Philips’s XperGuide system, might provide
valuable insight in the benefit and validity of the pro-
posed approach [28].
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5. Conclusion

This study proved that integration of a 3D CT
and perioperative 2D fluoroscopy to register seg-
mented S1 and S2 foramen position and trajectory
onto perioperative imaging is feasible. However, the
reproducibility, accuracy and actual perioperative
implementation of the proposed approach remain
unknown. Additional integration of 3D CT and 2D
fluoroscopy could further enhance perioperative navi-
gation and should be studied to ensure optimal clin-
ical benefit of the proposed approach.
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